WATSON CARING SCIENCE AND ITALIAN NURSES
UNITING IN HUMAN CARING

JUNE 16, 2013

PLEASE JOIN DR. JEAN WATSON AND ITALIAN, EUROPEAN, AND USA
COLLEAGUES IN A ONE DAY PROGRAM ON HUMAN CARING

“Villa La Principessa” HOTEL

LUCCA, ITALY

TO REGISTER FOR HOTEL GO TO: WWW.hotelprincipessalucca.it

This one day program is an opportunity to learn of various activities in human
caring throughout Italy, meet your Italian colleagues, and help co-create new
options for Italian nurses to learn together through Caritas as a form of
Appreciative Inquiry: thus, creating new options for caring science Italy.

This day also will be an opportunity to learn from Dr. Jean Watson, Founder of
Watson Caring Science Institute, Nursing theorist and scholar in Caring Science,
along with her Colleagues from USA.
JUNE 16, 2013 LUCCA

CARING SCIENCE PROGRAM OUTLINE:

8am – 8:30am MORNING REGISTRATION

8:30am – 10:30 INTRODUCTIONS – OVERVIEW- “WAY FINDING”
Personal/professional check-In: Updates of current activities.

OPEN DIALOGUE Jean Watson, Joseph Giovannoni, Walter Pellegrini and Colleagues; Sandra Vacchi of “Caring in Progress –Italy” and interested Colleagues

10:30am – 11am Caritas Conversational break

11- 12:30 Co-creating the future: USE OF APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
Total group: Navigated by Jean Watson and Joseph Giovannoni; Realized by Group:

Appreciative Inquiry as Caritas/Caring Science Process:

1) DISCOVER (what gives life and meaning to caring and our work?) Appreciating the best of what from each other
2) DREAM (What might be? What is the world calling for with this work in caring science?) Envisioning results.
3) DESIGN (what Should be/Could be the ideal we want?) Co-constructing.
4) DESTINY (how to learn together/improve). Sustaining and Radiating outward.

12:30 – 2:00 Caritas Lunch – Continuing the process - Collection of ideas, new directions, hopes, visualizations – Steps 1 and 2 above

2:00 – 3pm Applying Appreciative Caring Science – Step 3 and 4: Design/Destiny

3- 4pm Action Plan Forward – Convergence/Commitments

4pm Closing Ritual